
Research Video

First Concept – I explore family traits and
create a process that will make me more

connected to my family.

Second Concept – Tracing how family 
traits and Irish culture lead to men being 

separated from their children.

I observe homeless men on 
the street in NYC and see my father in 

that context

I present “Bed Wetter” video during NY 
residency and am surprised by the 
overwhelmingly positive reaction. I 

decide to use the self portrait format as 
the basis for this research project.

I research history of Irish and Irish-
American Men being separated from 

their children.

I set aside second proposal on the basis 
that this is a outward facing, contain 

social and cultural  issues and does not 
match my overall intent of becoming 

closer to my family.

I research Irish history and come upon 
Celtic history and religion.

I research Catholicism, Islam, Buddhism.  
The practice of confession as means of 

self disclosure and it’s psychological
effects surface and become a focus.

Third Concept – Can I re-associate 
negative events and give them a positive 

meaning through a creative process?

I build a confessional screen and 
videotape myself confessing all the sins 

of my childhood. Some like “Spilling 
Milk” are funny to me. Humor as

as a component of the work is 
introduced for the first time.

I choose 5 sins that have the most 
emotional resonance and videotape 

myself in front of the camera moving in 
response to an audiotape of myself 

reciting the 5 sins.

I begin to write down all the sins of 
my life.

The movement of representing the sins
transforms itself into me hitting 

myself in the back.  The memory of 
my father’s belt becomes prominent in 
my mind. The work ends on a sad note. 
I give the piece the working title “Dad’s 

Belt”.

Cognizant that the assignment is to 
research other artists, I begin to research 

artists that seem to have some 
connection to the work I have created. 

I research all the artists that I can think 
of that have a connection to 

psychological based work – Abramovic, 
Bergious, Cage, as well as psychological 

change concepts. 

I begin writing a paper about Dad’s Belt 
but find that I am writing about what I 

already knew before I started this 
process and none of it seems interesting. 
I then remember an advisor mentioning 
that “The Bed Wetter” had a Keystone 

Cops quality to it.  I decided to research 
silent movie actors. 

Pay dirt.  I watch the silent films of 
Harold Lloyd, Buster Keaton, and Charlie 

Chaplin. I am seriously laughing.
Humor clearly needs to be part of the 

video.

I go beyond the previous ending and start working
the second half of the using the techniques of

the silent film stars.  The video becomes singularly focused.  
Me and Dad’s Belt. Black and White. No sound.

I recognize the need to drill deep into 
some area of this research into 

something that is new and unknown to 
me.  I watch Chaplin's “The Kid” and I am 

floored.  I had been looking at current 
artists to find someone who understands 

the psychological process and is 
incorporating in their work.  In “The Kid” 

I realize that Chaplin was doing it over 
100 years ago.

I start researching Chaplin from this angle 
and find many references from Freud, 

historians, colleagues, and Chaplin 
himself.  It is clear that he was a student 
of psychology and this was a basis for his 

work.  Chaplin becomes the sole
subject of my research.  

I write a short, silent screenplay about 
the events that led to my being 

hospitalized and diagnosed with PTSD.  
Film clips from “The Kid” are placed 
within the scenes as the antagonist.

I am happy with the rough cut of “Dad’s Belt” except 
that it is missing some logic for the transition from the 

sad upfront part and it needs an ending.  I decide to 
tackle this after I have finished the written 

part of the research project.

I feel like I have found a long, lost friend 
in Charlie Chaplin.  I watch his movies, 

read his autobiography and other 
available material.

I begin to write the paper as a personal 
letter to Charlie Chaplin, but getting 

everything in – i.e. references to other 
artists, etc. --- makes it all 

seem too cute and contrived.  I abandon 
this approach for a simpler one that 

includes this graphic.

I watch Limelight and download the 
script. Again I am floored.  In Limelight he 
tackles the most personal and vulnerable 

fears and doubts of an aging comic.  
Created in his late 50’s after a box office 

disaster, he delves right into the world he 
is facing himself.  Such courage.

I find a Chaplin interview from his last 
days.  He confesses that he has lived and 
worked alone all of his life --- except for 
the last 20 years with his last wife and 
their 8 children.  It circles me back to 

overall theme of family and provides me 
with the direction needed to finish 

“Dad’s Belt”. 

I shoot some more footage seeking to infuse 
the sense of family using home movies. I 

abandon the idea because it adds one too many 
elements.

I do a final round of shooting seeking to infuse 
sense of child in the video using the existing 

elements.  I improv in front of the camera with
the belt. It turns into a Chaplin like 

combination of pathos and comedy, but heavier 
on the pathos. It’s working. 

I another edit. I am happy. It 
makes me laugh! 

There is more to explore.  I continue shooting 
and editing new segments.  I try to envisoning
something “finished” but realize it is better to 

shoot more improvised scenes, find the 
meaning in the editing, and worry about the 

sequencing of the scenes much later.

I complete the video and have a strange sense of peace.  I am not sure why this is, but I am happy to find that it 
lasts.  Then, I have several encounters where I face conflicts head on --- not my usual approach.  I wake up one 
morning and realize that my reaction to conflicts has been re-associated through the creation of “Dad’s Belt”.   
In the video I faced conflict over and over again to a “happy ending”.  I now realize I can do the same in 
everyday life.


